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Milk Hot Chocolate Melt 
Venezuela 43% cocoa

Made from Criollo and Trinitario beans. A rich 
milk chocolate with subtle accents of hazelnut, 
caramel and butter. £3.15

White Hot Chocolate Melt 
Dominican Republic 31% cocoa

Made from Sanchez cocoa beans with delicate 
creamy flavour notes of butter and milk, and the 
suggestion of figs. £3.15

Dark Hot Chocolate Melt 
Ecuador 70% cocoa

Made from Nacional beans, which deliver a 
gentle flavour with subtle aromas suggestive of 
flowers and raisins. £3.15

Marimba Hot Chocolate Melts – with a whole bar in every cup
The classic Marimba Hot Chocolate Melts are made from a whole 40g of flakes 
of real single origin chocolate, just the same as our handmade chocolate bars.

The result is a richer, smoother and more indulgent hot chocolate experience, 
available in sophisticated white, comforting milk and punchy dark varieties.

Add fresh whipped cream   30p

Add mini marshmallows   20p



South American Hot  
Chocolate Melt - Venezuela/
Ecuador blend 56% cocoa

A sensational ‘dark milk’ blend of our single 
origin classics, rich and smooth. £3.15

Ruby Hot Chocolate Melt 
A completely new chocolate  
taste 47% cocoa

Made with Ruby cocoa beans, with natural fruity 
notes, blended into skimmed milk. £3.55

Sugar Free Hot Chocolate Melt

Real flakes of sugar free chocolate blended into 
a milk of your choice. Why not add a shot of 
caramel or hazelnut sugar free syrup? £3.15

Marimba Hot Chocolate Melts – with a whole bar in every cup

Probably the best hot 
chocolate in the world 
– White, Milk or Dark 
Hot Chocolate Melt  
with a curl of ice 
cream from award-
winning Criterion Ices.         
 £3.70

Marimba Max

Mocha Supreme
A Milk, White or Dark Hot Chocolate Melt with  
a shot of espresso coffee £3.55

Venezuela 43% Milk

Dominican Republic 
31% White

Ecuador 70% Dark

Dark Sugar Free

 £3.15

Iced Chocolate Melts

Add a flavour shot 50p

Add fresh whipped cream   30p



The Bakewell
Inspired by the classic 
tart with almond 
fondant, served with 
cream and a glacé 
cherry. £3.95

Caribbean
This blend of White 
Hot Chocolate Melt 
with rum and coconut 
flavour is totally 
tropical. £3.65

Hazelnut Mocha
Intense and 
sophisticated, a shot 
of espresso in a Dark 
Hot Chocolate Melt. 
 £4.05

Hazelnut
The nation’s favourite 
chocolate flavour 
pairing. Served with 
cream and chopped 
hazelnuts. £3.95

Chai Mocha
A shot of espresso  
and chai tea flavour in 
a White Hot Chocolate 
Melt  - sweet and yet 
sophisticated. £4.05

Vanilla Caramel
An absolute 
classic, elevated to 
perfection. for a taste 
which is brilliant but 
simple. £3.95

The Banoffee
Based on the famous 
English dessert pie, 
and topped with mini 
fudge cubes. 
 £3.95

Orange
The tang of orange 
in chocolate is a top 
favourite, but this 
recipe delivers a truly 
delicious twist. £3.65

Black Forest
An homage to the 
famous Kirsch-
drenched dessert, 
with cream and a 
glacé cherry. £3.95

Fantastic flavour combinations
Why not try something different today? Each of our recipes has been specially 
selected to harmonise with our milk, white, dark or sugar free Hot Chocolate Melts.

Or simply add a flavour shot     50p
Amaretto Green Mint Gingerbread
Caramel Irish Cream Coconut
Chai Raspberry Cinnamon
Chestnut Rose Salted Caramel
Cherry Vanilla Bitter Orange 
Hazelnut Rum      


